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One who Lives in the Divine Will can go Around in all the Works of 
God and Acquires the Divine Rights 

 

Chapter Two (CCC) 
God Comes to Meet Man  

50 By natural reason man can know God with certainty, on the basis of His 
Works. But there is another Order of Knowledge, which man cannot possibly 

arrive at by his own powers: the order of Divine Revelation.1 Through an utterly 
free decision, God has revealed Himself and given Himself to man. This He does by 

revealing the Mystery, His Plan of Loving Goodness, formed from All Eternity in 
Christ, for the benefit of All men. God has fully revealed this Plan by sending us 

His beloved Son, our Lord Jesus Christ, and the Holy Spirit. 
 

II. The Visible World (CCC) 
337 God Himself created the visible world in All its richness, diversity, and order. 

Scripture presents the Work of the Creator symbolically as a succession of six 
days of Divine “Work,” concluded by the “rest” of the seventh day.204 On the 

subject of Creation, the sacred text teaches the Truths revealed by God for our 
salvation,205 permitting us to “recognize the inner nature, the value, and the 

ordering of the Whole of Creation to the Praise of God.”206 
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The sweet Enchantment of the Omnipotent Fiat keeps me as though Eclipsed 
in It with Its Light, and I can see nothing but all of Its Acts, to place my ‘I love You’ 
as a Seal upon each one of Its Acts in order to ask for the Kingdom of Its Divine Will 
in the midst of creatures.  Now, before my mind I saw a great Wheel of Light which 
filled the whole earth; and while the Center of the Wheel was all One Light, many 
Rays were sticking out around it for as many Acts as the Divine Fiat had done, and 
I moved from one Ray to another to place on them the Seal of my ‘I love You’, to 
then leave it in each Ray asking continuously for the Kingdom of Its Divine Will.  
Now, while I was doing this, my always lovable Jesus, coming out of my interior, 
told me:    

“My daughter, with one who Lives in My Divine Will and forms her acts in It, 
these acts remain as the work of the creature, Binding God to give her the Rights 
of a Kingdom so Holy, and therefore the Rights to make It Known and to make It 
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Reign upon earth.  In fact, the soul who Lives in My Fiat reacquires all the Acts of 
It done for Love of creatures.  God renders her the Conqueror not only of His Will, 
but of all Creation; there is not one Act of It in which the creature does not place 
her act, be it even one ‘I love You’, one ‘I adore You’, etc.  So, having placed 
something of her own, everything remains Bound, and My Fiat feels Happy because 
finally It has found the fortunate creature to whom It can give what It wanted to 
give with so much Love from the very Beginning of the Creation of all the Universe. 

Therefore, by Living in My Divine Will, the creature Enters into the Divine 
Order, she becomes the proprietor of Its Works, and, by Right, she can give and ask 
for others that which is her own.  And since she Lives in It, her Rights are Divine, 
and she asks by a Right that is Divine, not human.  Each of her acts is a call that 
she makes to her Creator, and with His very Divine Empire, she says to Him:  ‘Give 
me the Kingdom of Your Divine Will, that I may give It to creatures, so that It may 
Reign in their midst, and all of them may Love You with Divine Love, and be all 
reordered in You.’   

Now, You Must Know that every time you go Around in My Will to put 
something of your own, it is one more Divine Right that you acquire to ask for a 
Kingdom so Holy.  This is why, as you go Around in It, All the Works of Creation 
come forward before you, and All those of Redemption line up around you, waiting 
for you, so as to receive, each one of them, your act, to give you the requital of the 
Act of Our Works; and you keep tracing Them one by one, to recognize Them, 
embrace Them, to place your little ‘I love You’, and your kiss of Love to make a 
purchase of Them.  In Our Fiat there is neither ‘yours’ nor ‘mine’ between Creator 
and creature, but everything is Communion, and therefore, by Right, she can ask 
for whatever she wants.  Oh! how Afflicted and Sorrowful I would feel amid so many 
Pains and Acts of Mine done while I was on earth, if the little daughter of My Divine 
Will did not even recognize them and did not try to place around My Act the 
cortege of her Love and of her act.  How could I give you the Right if you did not 
recognize them?  And even less could you make them your own.  Recognizing Our 
Works is not only a Right that We give, but Possession.  Therefore, if you want My 
Divine Will to Reign, always go Around in Our Fiat, recognize All Our Works, from 
the smallest to the greatest, place your act in each one of Them, and everything 
will be granted to you.” 
  

Fiat!!! 
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